SUMMER CONCERT OUTFITS
Summer is so close and that means concerts, not just any old type of concert but outdoor
concerts which are the best to attend. Most of you will probably be making your way to
the Molson Canadian Amphitheatre in hopes of finding that cheap lawn seat and enjoying a
killer concert with your friends or even your bae. But wait, before you can go you need
something to wear, but what? You can’t just wear any old outfit to a concert, for example
you can’t show up to a Jay-Z concert wearing a Boots and Hearts outfit. Don’t worry girl
we are here to help with some killer outfits that will blow your eardrums out!
Is slaying a part of the plan when making an appearance at a concert? Well look no further
than this ensemble that has that “IDFWU” attitude about it. Love these ripped highwaisted pants with the pastel pink spaghetti-strap bodysuit and to lift yourself off the
ground a little more pair it with these strappy green high heels and if you’re feeling a
little chilly throw over this over-sized green lightweight jacket.
Planning on rocking out this summer and getting involved in some serious mosh pits? Well
this is the grunge inspired outfit that you are looking for ladies. No rocker chick outfit
would be complete without the signature patent leather jacket so make sure to
incorporate one of these beauties into your ensemble for the night. Also, I know it is
pictured here but I am loving the dark ripped grey/black jeans that have become trendy
these days - I think it would be the perfect counterpart to the leather jacket here. For the
top I would go with a simple white basic tee and to add some extra flare add in a chunky
detailed necklace.
Are you feeling more of a Bohemian vibe when it comes to attending a concert? Well check
out this Coachella/Bonnaroo inspired outfit. A simple acid-wash jean vest with a pair of
lightweight black tassled shorts, paired with a simple cropped white tee. Love how she has
done the trendy boxer braids in her hair as something different than we are used to seeing
with Bohemian inspired looks.
This is one of my favourite looks for the summer, especially since I just bought a pair of
pants that look similar to this for a concert I am going to in a couple of weeks. The pants
certainly are the focal point of the outfit and you don’t want anything to take away from
that, so when wearing a pair of pants like this make sure you are wearing it with a less
detailed top. Like they always say keep it simple - although for jewelry it’s a completely
different ball game, make sure you take it up a notch and wear something detailed.
What are you wearing to your next summer concert? Let us know in the comments below.
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